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credentials

we are from Ukraine

Like other Ukrainians, our lives have changed. A part
of our team went to the Armed Forces. We and our
families volunteer to help others.

We believe that a strong economy is one of the
important factors in Ukraine's victory in the war.

We believe that everyone should do what they are
strongest at.


So we work. Most of our team is safe now.
Scattered across different countries, we miss our
office but still work online (COVID-19 has taught us
this) to find bold concepts for products that are
ready to become market leaders.
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concept  
comes first

approach

positioning

projects

then all the rest

*

by all the rest is meant a strategy development, identity, communications,
packaging or website design

It's like a heart, pumping blood to organs, enabling
them to work.  
This is the main idea, which combines all aspects of
the brand into a meaningful entity. 

The concept sets the direction for brand's
development by highlighting its uniqueness and
utility, by making a brand close and useful for
customers.
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We believe, that our bold concepts and your brave
decisions can help to not just catch up with market
trends, but to create new ones.
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Peter F. Drucker

approach

“

Whenever you see a successful business, someone once made  
a courageous decision
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we help bold
entrepreneurs
make
breakthroughs and
create new
standards of
consumption rate
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the courage  
of a leader

We work directly with the founders and top management. This guarantees that our work will go
further than ideas on slides.

We expect you to understand your real opportunities and restrictions. We rely on you to make
important and bold decisions, because only through the bold steps it is possible to make a
breakthrough.

about

Nobody knows the intricacies of your business better than you, for sure. That's why during our
project for your company, we expect full commitment and openness. Our ability to access
necessary information as well as involvement in any kind of sincere discussions with your
management can be crucial for decision making.

approach

project
involvment

projects

our clients

Client’s experience and agency’s creativity
connects us into one complementary team, where
the bold decisions are made.

approach

client: competence, 
expertise

about

iden team

approach

agency: experience, 
creativity

projects

bold decisions

client:
competence, 
expertise
bold
decisions
agency:
experience, 
creativity

research

concept

projects

approach

Analyzing the information received from the client, we undertake our own study. The purpose
of the study is to find insight that will highlight the project and form the basis of the concept.
The concept unites all parts of the project together, making it stand out on the market so that
your customers believe in it as much as you do.
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approach

At the beginning of each case we define the stages of the project's development. The amount
of edits within each stage is not regulated, work continues until approved—provided the initial
inputs remain unchanged. After each stage is approved, we move on to the next one.
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web
SMM strategy
production
digital
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branding

strategy

packaging
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logo

character

package design

website

iden team

мрія. my little bakery

into two brands — confectionery and gastronomic. We started our work with the confectionery
direction, which became a separate brand «My little bakery». 


about

TM «Mriya» turned to us with a very interesting task, that is to rebrand it and to separate the TM

It was decided to create a character, little Mia — a cute cupcake, who acts as the granddaughter
of granny Mriya. A whole world was drawn! She lives in her own Universe, rich in incredible
agar-agar in a marshmallow savanna and the most fragrant and spicy cinnamon in the
branches of a Cinnamon tree in the Fragrant Forest. It was not by chance that we chose such a
conceptual vector. Such a story attracts the consumer attention because a whole fairy tale
unfolds on the shelf, and there are dozens of identical packages with the image of the final

approach

landscapes, in which the secrets of cooking are hidden. For example, she found the perfect

product nearby. The next step was a full-scale cute digital attack: maintaining the brand’s
social networks, creating a separate website for the «My little bakery» brand, creating a sticker

projects

pack for such messengers as telegram, viber, whatsapp.

videocase:
https://vimeo.com/414717965

naming

Challenge. To create a brand of an investment holding that will unite all the current and future
projects of our client.

Solution. After conducting in-depth research, we realized that the consumer eventually
chooses those who change their habitual reality and bring confidence into the future.
Therefore, grawety is a brand that anticipates and shapes future user habits even today. This is
an alternative dimension. The dimension we need.

The highlighted letters WE emphasize the basic principle of our brand, that is being open to
cooperation as well as the exchange of expertise and competencies for the sake of common
goals. The logo contains the Greek letter ∑, also used as an index of summation. Thus, we get a
metaphor for summing up your ideas and our experience to create life-changing projects. A
modular grid was developed based on the symbol, and it formed the basis for the identity
system. Furthermore, the image was complemented by specially designed figures using the
stardust effect. 

As a result, we’ve got a recognizable brand with a clear positioning and vector of projects that
should be included in the investment holding. And the power of graWEty has attracted new
opportunities and even more new projects.

iden team

identity
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grawety

identity

Our client is first launched in the UAE and Saudi Arabia and then will scale to other countries of
the world (the task is not just to feed the whole world but also to do it gallantly!). Therefore,
the uniqueness of our client’s eatery network lies not only in the meat but also in the concept
and identity thought out to the smallest detail. 


projects

There is never too much meat, so it’s not just «more», but «Meat On REpeat», which became the
brand’s slogan. We added a schtick in the form of the letter «e» in the laconic logo, and it was
stylized as a round arrow symbolizing repetition (even more meat, taste and quality)! Well, or
even simpler — a spit on which meat is cooked. With the help of bright colors, we created the
right associations: green — clean fields, red - fresh meat, and beige - the color of craft
production. Furthermore, green and red are also present on the Azerbaijani flag, which
emphasizes the origin of the meat.
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more

videocase:
https://vimeo.com/551973542
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the design of stands to contact with customers

iden team

yeppi

fluffy fellow has been living for so long that he has managed to catch all possible emotions. And
now, it shares them with you! Exhilaration (yippee) because of overtaking something
unknown (Yeti) = the real YEPPI!


about

We have created a mascot, which has become emotion itself. According to our legend, this

The main ‘Y’ letter has become the main recognizable image of the identity and, at the same

and fur of Yeppi. Our slogans are all full-fledged calls to action. The hunt for emotions begins!
Catch your Yeppi! Catch me if you can! There are many emotions, catch yours!



Any contact with the brand is capable of evoking positive emotions. Stands in the malls are

approach

time, horns of the 3D character. The brand’s color gamut includes the colors of brows, horns,

projects

light-blue and fluffy, and opening the box containing the certificate is the first adventure!

videocase:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8tP6PocwP4&t=5s

creativity and production for advertising campaign

Students use a lot of paper. Essays, graduate works, cribs, abstracts, drawings, charts, essays,
graduate works, cribs... Okay, you get it: a looooot of paper!

As well as student’s life is impossible without paper, the same it is impossible to polygraphy.
So, we have based our concept exactly on polygraphy. A paper clip, which traditionally binds
paper sheets, has become the basis for the logo.


projects

We have decided to accentuate in the brand’s promo campaign the devotion of students to
their faculties, so we have come up with alternative decipherment of their abbreviations using
a student slang. To complete the picture, we’ve shown their specialties as respectful origamis,
again, using paper.
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polytech print center

videocase:
https://youtu.be/AwXLOGDOiSI

package design

illustartions

photo production

post production

iden team

ricond. dried fruits with walnuts

two-tier form factor with pull-out shelves has perfectly proven itself. Firstly, such a box
resembles a gift packaging rather than just the one of sweets, and that gives it a premium look.
Secondly, this design, together with an individual capsule for each candy, preserves the fragile

about

We decided to scale the package design developed for liqueur candies to this line as well. The

candy body. This ensures accurate storage and preserves all the taste and external qualities of

When developing the design, we turned to crafting. Thus, we combined watercolor illustration
and graphics. The strict liner lines are associated with the classic taste of dark chocolate, and
the bright colors of watercolors emphasize the individual character of each fruit.


approach

the sweets. 


To maintain an emotion of premiality, relief stamping and hot gold foil stamping were used. For
better differentiation, we created bright corners of different colors. This solution makes the

scale perfectly with further line expansion.

projects

series noticeable on the shelf and also helps to easily find one’s favorite taste. Moreover, it can

post production

The history of liqueur chocolate lines "Stolichni", "Queen of Spades" and "Cooper Horseman"
from Rivne Confectionery Factory began back in the 60s. The fragile sugar shell of chocolates
requires careful treatment and they were exclusively hand-crafted. Interestingly enough,
despite the rapid development of technology, the recipe and procedure of their production has
been preserved to this day. We decided that it is the privilege of these chocolates. Inspired by
the product, we searched across the archival photos and videos of Ukraine of the last century.
It immediately became clear that in the package rebranding it is important to emphasize the
fact that these chocolates have a history, they honor traditions but still keep pace with the
times. We designed the packaging the way that allows a customer to notice similarities with an
expensive alcohol package. Therefore, while standing on a shelf with other chocolates, this
product will be associated with liqueur chocolates in particular.

We shook entire Kyiv when started to work on a key visual — we found the genuine items of the
60s, among which were: "Vecherniy Kyiv" newspaper, issued on December 21, 1960, old vinyl
record player, “Salyit” camera, race tickets, a whip (you would never guess where we found it :),
"Melody" vinyl records and antique tea set. Some things in this world stay forever, like a
changeless taste of these chocolates.

videocase:
https://youtu.be/_K-4s-DUrRg
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ricond

identity

website

advertising campaign

The Hobbydom is not just another family center. It is a place where you can do what you like
and to watch as your child develops.

«Do what you love» is the idea in the heart of a company’s branded logo and style. The main
idea for the creation of brand identity is the well-known creativity test, only instead of banal
circles and straight lines, we’ve used a part of a logo of Hobbydom: «do». During the
development of this idea, we have created the company’s pictograms, which are here to
symbolize hobbies, interests, development, imagination, and coordination.


projects

The goal of a creative company is to remind people about their dreams. Different pictures were
completed by us with illustrations to reflect dreams. That is, we wanted to say that dreams
mustn’t stay just dreams — they have to be implemented! And so Hobbydom was created to
help people do this!
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hobbydom

videocase:

https://youtu.be/I9s0C7aOGEU

When we were designing the logo and package design for Organic Farm, we scooped our main
inspiration in the process of organic manufacturing, to create a logohistory. It reflects the way
each pomegranate undergoes from a branch on a tree ending with a bottle of fresh juice on
your table.


projects

The color palette is minimalistic - we limit with pure white color and bright color of the fruit
itself, to make it possible to look at the juice better. All lines are clear, pure, straight. That’s
exactly the design that will be associated with the principles of organic manufacturing.

iden team

logo

about

package design
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organic farm

videocase:

https://vimeo.com/337346268

If, in the case of confectionery ingredients, we decided on the communication in the style of
“cuteness”, here, the story, or rather the target audience, originally implied something else. It is
men who consume 70% of the total pepper mass, and this has radically changed the vector of
the new line within the gastronomic group. We already had a logo and several branded
elements that we had to place on the packaging. Next, everything was in our hands. So we
chose a premium, “mannish”, even a little brutal design. A rich blue color with the texture of a
cutting board was taken as the background.

Abandoning the straightforward image of the product, we decided to turn to symbolism. The
strong images, tightly integrated into everyday life, have been used in our culture from the
dawn of time. We chose fire, sun and lotus — three powerful images symbolizing power, light
and harmony. 

We laid out all the symbols from the components of the very mixtures packaged and took
photos of them. We also decided to use the “window” to demonstrate the color and grinding of
the mixture, which was successfully integrated — one of the symbol elements became the
“window”.
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mriya. pepper mixes

package design

illustartions

iden team

mriya. jelly

juicy nature of berries and fruits, exactly what we wanted to catch in the new packaging design.
Yet, most of the packaging nowadays often looks too artificial, built around generic plastic
looking jelly and tasteless overly vivid fruits. Sorry, we don't need another hyper realistic

about

Strawberry, raspberry, cherry, orange, peach, kiwi… mmm, can you feel the taste already? The

product shot.


switching to watercolors. We've found it just the right technique to convey fruit texture and
juiciness!


For this design everything was drawn by hand; optimal angles, sections, quantities,

approach

Instead, we decided to exlore the gentle, liquid, "aquatic" nature of the jelly, and fruits, by

compositions thoroughly tested. For maximum “berriness” and “fruitiness”, the jelly itself was
packed with berries and fruits. The final result: a mouth watering view of a plate full of natural

projects

delicacies, the color, the taste, the expectation.

We were faced with the task of creating packaging in the form of a cardboard box with a clean
premium design, since the price segment of this product is higher than the average price for
Mriya products. Naturally, the main condition was the image of the cooked product and work
within the style chosen for the product line of confectionery ingredients.

It was immediately decided to take a photo of the cooked products - brownies, chocolate
muffins and muffins with orange zest — because what can look better than a photo of just
baked pastries? Such aromas hovered around that it was difficult to resist and not bite the
props ahead of time. A food photographer and a food stylist were involved in the shooting. 

The color scheme was chosen as light gray, which not only made the design “more expensive”,
but also took into account the characteristics of the cardboard for the box. Not without Mia —
phrases and messages were developed for her, which demonstrated the main advantages in
addition to simplicity and speed of preparation: «mmmm, choco-chocolate taste». So the
product not only attracts attention, but also immediately evokes the right emotion in the
consumer.
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mriya. baking mixes
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familyteca

moments filled with memories, where you can plunge any time.

The whole team is working for you to capture the moment of happiness and preserve it for you.

about

Familyteca is the service, which creates the history of your family. Only real emotions and

Video and photos will become a unique portal to memories, which will be kept with care not

projects

approach

only in your memory but also in the family library.

logo

package design

website

design support
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QayMaq

approach
projects

task of identity was to form a feeling of expensive and natural local product.

about

QayMaq is an eco brand of farmer products of high quality of Azerbaijan’s market. The main

identity

DPC (Department of Public Communications) is a place that acts as a kind of mediator between
the public and the authorities of Kyiv. We are confident that such institutions should be
comprehensible and convey a special value and sense. However, if you have been to
government establishments, you have probably felt that they lack simplicity, and there’s no
desire to come back there.

In order to update the appearance of the state structure, we have created a simple and concise
logo of the department, which can be differently interpreted. Two semicircles that form a
single whole when combined are a symbol of unity, integrity, and perfection. This emphasizes
its trendiness and versatility. In addition, the logo contains particles of a colon – as a symbol of
the department’s explanatory work, and a sign of information - communication activities. 

In the semicircles, you can also see the outlines of the "CK" abbreviation that in Ukrainian
stands for "суспільні комунікації" (public communications). Purple color has been chosen to
identify the brand since it is associated with the ink (in each signature and in the documents).
And the lime shade, associated with a charge of energy, adds freshness to the department. To
complete the new image of the department, branded patterns have been created based on the
graphic part of the logo, that is the semicircles, which are painted in one of the corporate colors
and can be combined to form a circle.

iden team
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department of public communications

logo

identity

naming

The rebranding of governmental bodies always has increased responsibility. It is important to
create a quality naming and proper visual component to create the right associations (that it is
not a paper bureaucracy but a modern tool to solve questions).


projects

That’s why we’ve chosen a highly non-standard approach for this field — using Latin letters.
And we have completed the image with a bright visual. Vcentri means «In the center of the city,
in the center of events, in the center of attention.» Branding scaling will create a modern hub
with an interior that completes the identity.
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vcentri

videocase:
https://vimeo.com/424062843

DYNAMO FENCING CENTER is a professional fencing club in Boston, USA. Standing out among
competitors by victories, Dynamo decided to stand out with strong branding as well. This
implied clear positioning, original design and a strong strategy. 


projects

We created a fresh, bright and trendy color scheme. The dark blue color of the opponent’s
shadow, the blue shade of the musketeer’s mantle and the golden-lemon glow of the saber.
Then we went even further and realized that the whole identity would be tied to fencing. At the
heart of the idea of creating a logo lies the visualization of the path of the tip of the saber
during attacks. At the same time, the line outlines resemble the saber itself. The main logo
outline is based on a game of contrasts — a combination of saturated static letters of the name
“DYNAMO” with a thin dynamic line. The basis of the corporate identity was the saber, its path
and its hero, a saber-fencer. DYNAMO FENCING CENTER is, so far, the only school in the arena
that has its own brand and scales it to the site, camps, school and so on. All this has become its
strong competitive advantage.
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dynamo

videocase:

https://vimeo.com/424066419

creative idea

illustartions

video production

post production
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zammler

Zara and Massimo Dutti to Bershka and ARGO. Among their clients are also KARCHER, BOSCH,
P&G and others. Logistics is a fairly systematic and regulated business. In short, it’s boring
enough for creativity. However, we decided to get a little out of the flow to draw attention to

about

In its 12th year of existence, the company earned a reputation among major retail brands: from

the essence by applying a bit more of creativity and art. After all, logistics is quite a bit of an art!
The story in the video is told from the first person, the company’s CEO. In his notebook, he
Words and sketches from a notebook take on a new life in ink stains on paper. We chose this
technique of fine art for a reason. The thing is that ink is a natural material that has been used
to translate thoughts into words and images since ancient times. We invite the viewer to a kind
of journey into history, into the times when travel itself was born. Ink is alive, and in our video,

approach

makes working notes, thereby introducing the viewer to all of his business opportunities.

it also stays in motion all the time, coloring illustrations, giving them shape and meaning.
Could anyone have come up with a better metaphor if logistics is movement, incessant

projects

movement forward, the movement towards your goal?

video:

backstage:

https://youtu.be/gga617sEgl0

https://vimeo.com/438120400

logo

naming

photo production

post production

iden team

f.air

arrange a real north on the Ukrainian location.

approach

advertising shooting, we settled on the Scandinavian style and in September we managed to

projects

the logo should be saturated with fashion to the marrow. In search of the concept of winter

about

The concept of the brand is fashionable, stylish and reasonably priced. Therefore, the style of

TM "Mriya" is the leader of the spice market with 25 years of experience. It has a strong
position, but the main message of the company is “from generation to generation”, so social
networks have become an ideal tool for communicating with a young audience and
maintaining an image among an already acquired one.

We have not only created an image-forming platform for "Mriya", but also built uninterrupted
communication with the consumer — we can quickly respond to any feedback and find out
needs. Also, social networks have become a good sales tool — a properly structured
announcement of new products made people want to buy them even before these products
appeared on the shelves. 

We also actively used opinion leaders to broadcast the main messages — a box for
collaboration on a barter basis was developed, and the brand immediately caused a stir,
because everyone wanted to receive such a gift. To continue communication, a sticker pack
was created — this is how the brand appeared in Telegram (:

iden team
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mriya

smm strategy

smm support

iden team

garna organica

approach

Also we test different interaction mechanics: gamifications and opinion leaders, which show  
a positive trend in sales.

projects

The brand made a request: the communication strategy chosen by another contractor does not
work and does not give results. We decided to completely change the vector — instead of
straight-forward product advertising, we created a resource that contains recommendations
and information about wellness, organics, harmony, balance and proper nutrition. Thus,
natively, we convey to the user all the most important information for making a purchase
decision. At the same time, we launch promotional posts that are not displayed on the profile,
but generate sales on the site.


about

Garna Organica is Ukrainian-made premium organic sunflower oil.


Right now, SMM is almost the most effective channel of communication with the client. And the
audience is always more loyal — you can roam.

In this case we created a concept for a home blockbuster filming studio. Yeah, the guys seem to
shoot ordinary home videos — moments from life, weddings and other important moments,
but they do it with such high quality and with cool editing that it turns into a feature film. That’s
why the main idea of Instagram profile was that ONLY VIDEOS would be posting. Funny videos
from already made films, edited by an SMM specialist depending on the desired message or
topic.

To unify the visual style, we decided to put a cover on each video, adding an outro, where each
letter of the title seemed to open up and show the brand essence. As a result, the arrangement
of letters in the grid turned into a logo. It was literally a display of positioning (FAMILYTECA  
— a library of home memories) — each video was in a "cell" of memory. And the guys help
create these cells. The Instagram grid can be continued with any phrases, keeping the
algorithm.
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familyteca

Miki House is a cutting-edge luxury children's clothing from Japan. This brand has been on the
market for a long time, but communication was carried out only offline. The main USPs were
clearly presented in the strategy: manufacturability and high quality. This became the basis for
building the profile. Taking into account that the product is luxury, absolute nativeness,
unobtrusiveness and high visual quality were used.

We used a pun "miki house" — "mickey mouse", due to which we helped the user to remember
the brand.

A plan of cooperation with bloggers, micro-influencers of the luxury segment, maternity
hospitals, and other brands from related fields was developed. Narrow audiences were also
selected for targeting.
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miki house

Singing and music, yoga and chess. Why need to choose when you can try everything? To
implement this opportunity, we have created a registration form through which you can enroll
not only a child, but also a parent in all areas of interest to the club!

Further technical points. For the convenience of administration, integration with the tallanto
crm system was implemented. And for usability, we have developed a bright but clean design,
meticulously designed architecture and understandable even for a child ui/ux! 

The result is a perfect communication channel accessible from a computer and mobile phone
in Russian and Latvian.

website (demo):
https://hobbydom.iden.team/ru/

iden team
about

The task of the Hobbydom family club for the children’s and parents’ development is not only
to find something for everyone, but also to help in such a difficult task as the correct
upbringing of a child. After the identity developing, the next logical step was the website as the
main (after offline points) communication channel.


approach

website

projects

hobbydom сайт

Fashion and Style. Shows and exhibitions. Campaigns and lookbooks. Expensive and very
exclusive. Oh, what a sphere of Fashion! 

We had a task to create an online store for the premium segment. Such purchases in our
market are rarely made online since it is important for a buyer to plunge into this atmosphere
and service rather than just buy clothes. 


iden team
projects

Our website for Librand performs the 3 most important tasks. Firstly, it plunges the consumer
into the very world of fashion. The clothing should be stylish, trendy, expensive and unusual.
One of the schticks is that a section with videos from the showroom in the lifestyle style is
provided. Secondly, we have to show the product so well that it resembles a personal try-on.
That is why the emphasis is put on large photo and video visuals for each product. And finally,
it ensures ease of use and the shortest possible way of payment and delivery around the world.

about

website

approach

librand

website:
https://librand.ua/ru/

iden team

mriya.family
website

bringing the client into the digital space. 


Taking into account the leading positions of TM “Mriya”, it was decided to develop three

about

After the complete “Mriya” rebranding and its splitting into two new brands, we started

websites — a corporate one with a possibility to move to the other two sites, that is
confectionery and gastronomic, one for each new brand. The main task of the corporate

the consumer the company’s values and mission, that is the preservation of family traditions
from generation to generation. 



The site’s visual is based on a combination of photographs and author’s illustrations. When

approach

website was to form the image of an expert brand in the niche of spices as well as to convey to

taking photos, we wanted to achieve a sense of balance between the confectionery and
gastronomic direction by combining cinnamon with black pepper, vanilla with basil, and

simple and discreet and, thus, understandable to everyone.

website:
https://mriya.family/

projects

croissants with rosemary in a common concept. Considering the target audience, the site is

Arriving at the landing page of the confectionery trademark Mriya, the user enters little Mia's
world. The magical universe of this character reveals a new — this time digital — concept of one
of the main product lines. Here Mia walks among vanilla meadows, which come to life when
the user interacts with them. 


iden team
projects

We created a simple and user-friendly interface with just enough brand information. The
landing page introduces the user to the company, the team behind the product line, and the
product catalog. One-page scroll makes the journey through each chapter complete and
consistent.

about

website

approach

mia.family

website:
https://mia.family/

website

website:
https://hh.ru/employer/1136622

iden team

кейси

a1qa is the largest provider of software quality assurance services in Central and Eastern
Europe. Design support for such a company has been always a challenge. Especially when you
are given a task to design the web pages to find new employees, as cool and talented as the
whole team is.

про нас

услуги

a1qa

Rocket zone is a new network of refueling stations on water. Taking into account the entry into
the market with already well-known brand players, Rocket zone has identified their main
advantage, which is a high and stable fuel quality at an affordable price. 

We wanted to build a new brand stepping aside from the conservatism and restraint of the
competitors. Therefore, it is minimalism and trends that lie at the heart of the website design.
Not only do we transfer the user to the stern of their favorite yacht in the middle of the Dnipro
river but we also tell the story of high-quality Belarusian fuel, which gets into the tanks of
Rocket zone gas stations almost immediately after production. 



iden team
projects

The site is very dynamic since the brand is associated with movement and fuel for it. Many
“marine” schticks are also implemented — from the address in the form of coordinates  
to the coordinate system.

about

website

approach

rocket zone

website:
https://rocketz.one/

A brand starts with a story. Animations and video can perfectly reveal the idea and help  
the customer to get to know better not only the product but its history. 

We wanted to show the Mriya brand values by telling the story of a brand character,
grandmother Mriya's family, as well as by introducing new characters: her grandchild Mia,  
and Klim. 


iden team
projects

The brand packaging color palette has been transferred to videos. And the main characters
become so familiar that you might feel the need to find them on the shelves of your nearest
supermarket. Come on, bring those guys to your kitchen!

about

video animation

approach

mriya

video:
https://vimeo.com/473349750

video animation

iden team

vcentri

home city. For us, the case of Kyiv Smart City was such an opportunity. The task was to create
short animation films depicting the benefits of using E-ticket, particularly the smartphone
application. This latter one helps to avoid standing in long lines by using online state services. 


about

Probably every agency dreams of making a professional contribution to the improvement of its

Right from the start we realized that the essence of innovation depended on clarity of our

campaign in public transport, and we are lucky to be a part of positive changes.

projects

being too official, we choose colorful, dynamic animations. Our work is now a part of an ad

approach

communication. So we used animated characters to illustrate how the project works. Instead of

video:

video:

video:

https://vimeo.com/432821848

https://vimeo.com/432821650

https://vimeo.com/432821404

video:

video:

https://vimeo.com/432821092

https://vimeo.com/432820860

legend

interior design

Kid’s Lab is a small story about a big idea. Our client from Azerbaijan really wanted to create
such an environment, where every kid would assemble oneself as if a puzzle. Where they could
try different interests and realize own small dreams. The same as a child consists of a million
why’s, hobbies, interests, games, and communication, the same our logo does: a small robot
that is assembled from the letters of the name — Kid’s Lab.

The logo reflects the main direction of the activity of the Kid’s Lab company — robotics. The
main idea of building it is the transformation of the textual style of Kid’s Lab in the English
language into a graphical image of a robot through disassembling into parts and their further
recombination, which are the basis for the identity. Thus, two equally beneficial versions of the
logo were obtained. Both versions are equally used in the company’s style and in the
realization: in the interior, in elements, and other things.

The Robot (named Kidius, by the way), is the embodiment of the concept that the design
together with the idea has soul!


videocase:
https://vimeo.com/415065853

iden team

character

about

identity

approach

logo

projects

kid’s lab

O’veggy is a must-have element in your kitchen. After all, who doesn’t love fried potatoes? It is
the bright accent of vegetable mixes that is embodied in the new design of the updated TM
“Mriya” line! 


You have definitely seen a lot of packages of seasoning series for vegetables — the image of the
Korean carrot is especially common. We decided to emphasize what everyone appreciates
most about vegetables, that is their freshness, usefulness and bright colors. And we did it with
the help of a verified composition. Natural light gray marble has become an excellent shading
background for bright accents, namely vegetables. The layout included the mandatory
elements of the line, these are a flag of 100% natural composition, a logo and the “Without
salt” icon.

iden team

post production

about

photo production

approach

package design

projects

mriya. the veggy seasoning line

logo

naming

package design

iden team

majus

projects

We've found and applied the elements of patterns that are associated with the corresponding
fruits. In contrast to the transparent label, we have developed a bright packaging element —  
a neckhanger. Its primary task is to inform on the type of juice.


approach

Therefore, more than juice — Majus. An accurate naming. With its own etymology. After all,
from Latin, Majus has two definitions at once, and each aptly describes the advantages of the
brand. The first definition is "more" due to more taste and benefits. The second definition is
"May" because May is the active growing season. 


about

Top-quality juice is already more than just juice, it's a real vitamin outburst. 


videocase:
https://vimeo.com/551979618

illustartions

We know for sure that eastern cuisine is a real art. After all, its versatility and aroma have
conquered more than one heart (or rather, stomach) of gourmets all over the world. And the
new package design of TM “Mriya” oriental mixes embodies the whole history of each type of
condiments.

In order to create a new line of packages for TM “Mriya” oriental mixes, we completely
immersed ourselves in history and spent days studying traditional patterns and ornamental
motifs of the eastern regions. In fact, they are the key to the culture of each nation. And
reviewing dozens of options resulted in creating unique patterns for each SKU. 


And talking about the process of creating a photo itself... First, we painted the textured wood in
several layers to get a deep brown shade, and then we created patterns with a pencil and a
stencil. The technology, light, working hours gave the “perfect” still and packaging, which
certainly stands out among other spices.

iden team

post production

about

photo production

approach

package design

projects

mriya. the eastern seasoning line

Well-placed accents sometimes change the whole picture. In cooking, it often takes only an
ideal blend of spices to create a masterpiece. Mriya TM has found a solution by creating ideal
spice mixes with no salt for cooking fish, meat, and poultry. Our task was to introduce all this to
the customer in a tasty way. 

A light modern cutting board with concrete texture. A raw, juicy steak: beef, salmon or chicken.
Spices scattered around, lemon zest, rosemary or garlic clove—that moment, when spices
touch meat. The new design focuses on the cooking process rather than on the end result. 

The grey background contrasts with bright colors of meat and spices, which makes the
packaging visually appealing and visible on the shelf. For convenience, we used iconography
on the front side of the packaging—signaling products compatible with the particular spice
mix. 

So... Chef! What are we going to cook today?

iden team

post production

about

photo production

approach

package design

projects

mriya. meat, fish, poultry seasoning line

identity

projects

We saw something on the podium, waited for a sale, finally found the buyer, ordered, now
waiting for the parcel, finally receive it, open ... and ... dance! The concept of the brand in the
emotion of dancing from happiness, and its naming, _anddance, is what makes you dance.
What can tell you better about a brand than its logo? The one of our brand consists of a
combination of a line (underline) and the actual inscription «and dance». The palette of
corporate colors consists of a classic range for the fashion industry in combination with an
accented trendy purple. And you’ll undoubtedly get a real emotion and delight from the
purchase, especially from a musical card in each order. The latter supports the emotion of the
brand because, with its help, you can switch to Instagram mask and dance with our characters.
Suite up ... and dance! Dress ... and dance! Wine ... and dance! Get ... and dance!

iden team

logo

about

positioning naming

approach

_anddance

videocase:
https://vimeo.com/547874712

logo

interior design

iden team

chacha

approach
projects

Chacha (a national strong drink), and wine, are symbols of good health among the peoples of
the Caucasus. As well as a kind of competitive advantage over other tasty Eastern restaurants.
The logo of the alcohol themed place is built around traditional Caucasian patterns, combined
with symbols of chacha and wine, and methods of their serving and storage.

about

Chacha, a Caucasian cuisine restaurant with a huuuuge vinotheque. And a bar.


interior design

English gentleman chic with Scandinavian invulnerability. Can you imagine this? We do. An
(impossible) combination helped us to come up with an idea for a cozy coffee house. This is
how the concept of LUMBERBEKK was born. The idea for the naming was inspired by interior
moodboards; the English part of the naming, Lumber, stands for, well, lumber — while Bekk
means both a kind of coffee in Icelandic, and a long bench in Swedish. But we felt we needed
more wood than that) So we went even further, introducing wooden ornaments into the brand
identity. Looks very minimal, very Scandinavian, yet stylish — in an English way. For effective
communication we also created a corporate character: meet Mr. Lumberbek. That's all folks,
now we can get to know him better. With a cup of coffee.

iden team

identity

about

logo

approach

naming

projects

lumberbek

positioning

communication strategy

identity

iden team

petrokonditer

founder, owner and CEO of the company keeps under control his principles and does not
reduce the product’s cost by reducing the quality of its ingredients or technology. We
conducted quantitative research to get answers to questions about the niche, consumer and

about

“Petrokonditer” — is a major manufacturer of confectionery products in Kazakhstan. The

brand awareness. 


rebranding should be organic. We preserved the original name but built a new logo based on
the elements of the previous one. We left the color in the same luminosity but we changed the
shade for a clearer detuning from competitors. 



approach

After analyzing the data, we concluded that brand awareness was about 20 percent, so

The main insight was determined that even large-scale production can remain natural, and the

projects

essence of the brand was built on the premise of «perfection in every piece».

communication strategy

identity

The client’s goal is to build a network of comfortable European-level bus stations, create a
convenient and safe space for passengers and combine it with a technological marketplace for
ticket sales. 



iden team

positioning

about

ukrpas

And we found out that today, bus transportation is formed either at the expense of individual
carriers, whose conditions are always different, or at the expense of services that only sell
tickets. That is, when choosing this type of transportation, you cannot be sure in what
conditions you will go and whether you will get to your destination. There are not enough
guarantees for people. 


That is why brand positioning is based on an official and reliable service. Ukrpas. Reliable.
Official.

projects

So that to deal with the category, we investigated our competitors in separate areas: separately
among stations, separately among online ticket sales platforms. 


approach

Today, there are no similar brands in Ukraine, which means that we are creating a new
consumer category. 



The story starts with Southern American plantations, where premium quality coffee for coffee
shops is manually harvested. Then the best coffee masters prepare a unique Chocoragua blend
with vivid chocolate tones. Our craft packaging is meant to both catch the vivid taste of coffee,
and encapsulate the manual vibe of craft production. So for our packaging we created linocuts.
It was a long manual process, but totally worth it. The traditional Latin American art-inspired
images, transferred on Doy-Pack using special printing technique made the final result really
interesting.

iden team
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To design a limited collection of packaged coffee for Roshen. An unusual task, which made it
even more interesting. Roshen is widely known as a large producer of confectionery products
with a network of brand stores. Yet, as it turned out, some of them accommodate small and
cozy coffee shops, where visitors can taste freshly brewed specialty coffee, or take home either
a pack of coffee beans or coffee of desired grinding. We decided to stay with the beige-brown
corporate Roshen color palette, but approached the design rather creatively.


approach

package design

projects

roshen

TM “Mriya” has released a new line of condiments for grilling and barbecue, and, traditionally,
we created its design. We decided to reconcile the contraries in design: brutality and
refinement, passion and good manners. A greedy desire to tear up a delicious steak with your
hands — and restrained royal etiquette.


We chose dark red as the primary color. Like the shade of a juicy fried piece of meat on a
burning hot surface. The color of passion, natural desires and instincts. At the same time, it is a
classic color associated with refinement and elegance. And the tongues of fire in the
background, conveying the aroma of smoke and fried meat, make everyone’s mouth water
right in the store. With a design marker, we highlighted the spices that create a unique flavor
profile for each of the BBQ&GRILL condiments.

iden team
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about

photo production

approach

package design

projects

mriya. the BBQ&GRILL seasoning line

The national brand, the history of which began a long time ago, back in the 90s, has its own
connoisseurs. It's all because the products contain only high-quality flour, water and care. The
brand's main philosophy consists in love for the native land, for the best wheat in the world
and for its people.

We started with logo redesigning. To create it, we used the main advantage of the brand — its
naturalness. We added wheat spikelets to the laconic, hand-drawn lettering. This is how we got
a minimalistic and interesting logo. A watercolor illustration in the naive style emphasizes the
purity and simplicity of the product recipe. The chosen concept is also followed in the color
scheme: soft yellow resembles a shade of young wheat ears, green symbolizes the land fertility
and emphasizes the naturalness of the product. Pasta "Taya" is not just pasta, it is horns,
spirals, curls, shells, tubes, and even more.

The theme of simplicity, nature and favorite retro is also followed in the packaging
photographs. Therefore, they were shot at the wheat field (and later on the Black Sea coast),
using a Zenit camera originally from the 90s. We chose textured stone and unbleached linen as
props, and we also decided to play up unusual names of the brand's products by translating
them from Ukrainian. So we got cobwebs, horns, tubes, feathers, snails, shells, turtles. Also,
“spaghetti”, translated from Italian, means little ropes.

iden team
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taya
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